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Abstract
There is a tradeoﬀ between speed and accuracy in ﬁtness evaluations when various discretization sizes are used to estimate the ﬁtness. This paper introduces discretization
scheduling, which varies the size of the discretization within the GA, and compares this
method to using a constant discretization.
It will be shown that when scheduling the
discretization, less computation time is used
without sacriﬁcing solution quality. Fitness
functions whose cost and accuracy vary because of discretization errors from numerical
integration are considered, and the speedup
achieved from using eﬃcient discretizations is
predicted and shown empirically.
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Introduction

In recent years, advances in the ﬁeld of genetic algorithms (GAs) have allowed an increasing number of
complex real-world problems in optimization, search,
scheduling, and machine learning to be solved with
GAs. One obstacle to the use of GAs in commercial applications is the evaluation expense. As GAs typically
require hundreds or thousands of function evaluations,
and industrial applications may require anywhere from
minutes to days for a single evaluation, a GA may require the good part of a year to complete. Some of
these applications with expensive function evaluations
include computational ﬂuid dynamics, structural optimization, and environmental applications. In many
cases, coarse-grained parameters can be used to decrease the computation time by introducing error in
the ﬁtness evaluations. This paper focuses on how
these types of problems can run eﬀectively and accurately while dealing with considerable amounts of error
in the evaluation.
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The goal of this paper is to establish eﬃcient guidelines for GAs that use a ﬁnite discretization to approximate a continuous system. To achieve this goal, an
understanding of the eﬀects of evaluation error on GA
performance must be obtained, and a model must be
created that will both predict the accuracy and computational requirements in an environment with evaluation error present. Although the speciﬁc situations are
somewhat idealized, the general idea applies to more
complex evaluations resulting from implicit or explicit
quadrature in ﬁnite elements, ﬁnite diﬀerences or other
techniques used to approximate diﬀerential and integral equations.
This paper considers the following question: For multidimensional problems, how can the discretization be
scheduled in order for the least amount of computation
time to be spent toward ﬁnding a solution of a given
quality? This paper is organized as follows. First,
we go over background, including decomposition of
GAs, a literature review and error analysis of numerical integration. Next, we introduce the concept of discretization and discuss its components: convergence
time, population sizing, and discretization considerations. Naive and eﬃcient discretizations are then deﬁned. Two-dimensional experiments are run to show
the computational savings. Finally, this paper is concluded.
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Background

In this paper, it is assumed that in the design of competent GAs—GAs that solve hard problems quickly,
reliably, and accurately—can be decomposed into subproblems, and that each subproblem can be analyzed
separately. The principles of the sixfold decomposition
of GAs (Goldberg, Deb, & Clark, 1992) are
1. Know what the GA processes: building blocks
(BBs)

2. Ensure there is an adequate initial supply of BBs
3. Ensure that necessary BBs are expected to grow
4. Ensure that BB-decisions are well made
5. Solve problem of bounded BB-diﬃculty
6. Ensure that BBs can be properly mixed
We are particularly interested in the third and fourth
items, ensuring that necessary building blocks are expected to grow and that building block decisions are
well-made. Eﬃcient techniques that introduce error to
the ﬁtness evaluation may not ensure that the necessary building blocks grow if the decisions are made
poorly. That is, error introduced by eﬃcient techniques cannot be so large that the GA cannot choose
correctly between two distinct, competing individuals
in most cases, or the necessary building blocks will be
lost from the population.
2.1

Literature Review

Since using discretization in a ﬁtness function approximates the true ﬁtness, it is critical to understand the
eﬀects of error on GA performance. In this section,
we review previous research eﬀorts that analyze and
explain the eﬀects of error on GAs. Although the type
of error that we analyze is due to discretization and
searching on a grid, research eﬀorts that investigate
other types of error, such as sampling error, can help
to shed light on general eﬀects of error in GA performance.
Early studies on the eﬀects of evaluation error on
GA performance considered evaluation error that was
mainly due to variance or randomness. These studies used sampling to estimate the ﬁtness and ran the
GA in a bounded computation time. The tradeoﬀ for
these problems is between the time to make each ﬁtness evaluation and the total number of evaluations
made. Either more, inaccurate evaluations or fewer,
accurate evaluations are made. In addition, each implementation has diﬀerent convergence time and population requirements. Optimal sampling in GAs was
studied by (Fitzpatrick & Grefenstette, 1988; Miller &
Goldberg, 1996; Aizawa & Wah, 1994).
Other types of research considered industrial applications of GAs, with expensive ﬁtness evaluations. One
approach was to create an approximate model to the
ﬁtness landscape with statistical techniques, such as
neural networks (El-Beltagy, Nair, & Keane, 1999; Jin,
Olhofer, & Sendhoﬀ, 2000). However, many of these
types of approaches are particularly prone to converging to a sub-optimal solution because they search in

the space as deﬁned by the statistical technique, not
the original problem. Others considered heuristics to
improve GA performance for certain types of problems
(Le Riche & Haftka, 1993; von Wolfersdorf, Achermann, & Weigand, 1997; Kogiso, Watson, Gürdal, &
Haftka, 1993), but these approaches are strictly empirical and cannot be applied to other types of problems.
Finally, the injection island GA reﬁned the model in a
stepwise process by running multiple grids for large
engineering applications in parallel (Lin, Punch, &
Goodman, 1994; Punch, Averill, Goodman, Lin, Ding,
& Yip, 1994). Intuitively, the authors understood that
some good building blocks could be generated inexpensively with a coarse grid spacing, so they ran several
diﬀerent resolution grids in parallel, each of which was
run on a diﬀerent set of processors. They then injected
the best individuals into the higher resolution grids.
Albert and Goldberg (2000) empirically examined the
tradeoﬀs between more and less accurate models that
use numerical integration. When using a constant
grid with a deterministic ﬁtness function, bias error
is added to the evaluations. They found that for a
bounded computation time, an optimal number of grid
points exists that can maximize solution quality. This
research provided the initial motivation for discretization scheduling because the solution quality with this
method may not be that which is desired.
Albert and Goldberg (2001) examined the amount of
solution quality limited by the computation time available under one-dimensional integrated ﬁtness functions. The objective was to minimize the computation time such that a given solution quality is acquired. They varied the discretization by using fewer
grid points in the early generations and exponentially
increasing the number of grid points in order to more
eﬃciently use computation time. Although more function evaluations are needed for the eﬃcient method
compared to when the number of grid points is constant for the entire GA, they achieved a signiﬁcant
computational speedup from their method.
2.2

Error Analysis

It is assumed that any numerical integration scheme
used to estimate the ﬁtness can be written of the form:


b2



b1

I(f ) =
a2

a1

f (x, y)dxdy ≈

n1 
n2


wij f (xi , yj )

i=1 j=1

where the integral of the function f taken at the points
xi and yj is taken from a1 to b1 in the x -dimension and
from a2 to b2 in the y-dimension, n1 and n2 are the
total number of grid points in the x - and y-dimensions,

and wij are the weights as determined by the numerical integration scheme. The estimated error in the
integration scheme is accurate to a certain order depending on h, the size of the discretization where h is
b1−a1
or b2−a2
. For the left-endpoint rule, the inten1
n2
gral is O(h) accurate; for the midpoint and trapezoidal
rules, the integral is O(h2 ) accurate; and for Simpson’s
rule, the integral is O(h4 ) accurate.

generalized to other, similar types of ﬁtness functions.

In addition to the accuracy, there are diﬀerent computational requirements to implement diﬀerent numerical
integration schemes. It is assumed that the time to estimate an integral is dependent only on the number of
grid points, n. That is, it is assumed that there are no
additional costs to calculate the weights wij .

It is assumed that g(x,y) is continuous and diﬀerentiable.

3

Discretization Scheduling

This section focuses on discretization scheduling and
its components, and particularly the eﬀects of the error that is introduced when using a coarse grid. The
topics critical to discretization scheduling are apparent variance error, convergence time and population
sizing.
The concept of discretization scheduling is to use more
than one discretization size within the GA. The choice
of the number of grid points n is traditionally ﬁxed
within the GA. This choice of n is too precise at the
beginning of the run, which leads to wasted computation cycles early on. A more eﬃcient discretization
would be to use fewer grid points in the ﬁrst generations and increase the number of grid points throughout the GA. This is inspired by domino convergence
(see section 3.2), which indicates that in the ﬁrst few
generations, the GA will be considering only the most
salient bit. In theory, only two grid points are needed
at the beginning of the run, but in practice, this number may need to be larger.
Since convergence time tells us which building blocks
are converging at what time, how the grid should be
spaced can be determined in order to eﬃciently converge to that particular building block. That is, if two
grid points are initially used by the GA, the number
of grid points must be doubled in order to converge
to the second bit. Thus, increasing the number of grid
points exponentially will match the salience of the converging bits when the bits are converted to a ﬂoating
point number.
In the remainder of this section, we further elaborate on discretization scheduling. This section begins
with the deriving of the computational requirements
for GAs with ﬁtness functions that consider numerical integration. However, much of the theory can be

The ﬁtness function considered is an sum of m twodimensional integrals. The experiments have the following form where f is the ﬁtness function:
f=

m 

i=1

3.1
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(1)

Apparent Variance Error

When the discretization is scheduled—more than one
grid spacing is used by the GA—apparent variance
error is introduced into the GA. That is, although
the evaluations are determinate, each time the grid
changes, the ﬁtness evaluation for a given set of variables also changes. When the grid changes often, the
variance term in the error can become signiﬁcant. In
practice, this means that the GA will experience duration elongation—the GA will take more generations
to converge—and will necessitate a larger population.
The ratio of the error variance to the ﬁtness variance,
r, at any time during the GA is assumed to be constant
since both depend on the accuracy of the numerical
scheme used as well as the distribution of individuals
in the ﬁtness landscape. It can be deﬁned as
r=

2
σE,t
2
σF,t

(2)

2
2
where σE,t
is the error variance and σF,t
is the ﬁtness
variance, each at generation t. In addition, both the
error and ﬁtness variances decrease with time and are
approximately zero at convergence. For the computational experiments in the following section, it is empirically shown that r is approximately constant during
the GA when an eﬃcient discretization is used.

3.2

Convergence Time

Convergence time is crucial for understanding how
GAs perform and computation time can be used efﬁciently. In this section, the convergence time equations for exponentially-scaled building blocks are introduced, and the convergence time for a special case of
a sum of identical subfunctions is displayed. The convergence times are based on selection intensity adapted
from population genetics (Kimura, 1964).
Binary integer subcodes experience domino convergence, which converge starting with the most salient
building block down to the least salient building block.

Since binary integer subcodes have exponentiallyscaled bits, it is assumed that other exponentiallyscaled problems also converge in this way. Thierens,
Goldberg, and Pereira (1998) show that for selection
operators with constant selection intensity, such as
tournament selection, the population converges in O(l )
time where l is the string length. The convergence time
for binary integer subcodes using pairwise tournament
selection can be expressed as

√
be noted that it takes ck = ct 1 + m generations to
converge to each bit in each subfunction.
The ratio of the convergence times can be determined
from taking the ratio of equation 4 to equation 5. The
ratio can thus be written as
√
1
ct mk
tconv1
=√
= 
(6)
tconv2
1
+r
ct m(1 + r)k

(3)

Since r ≥ 0, the above ration is always less than or
equal to 1. That is, a GA with an accurate ﬁtness
function is on average expected to converge faster than
its error-prone counterpart.

where I is the selection intensity, k is the number
of building blocks, and ct is the time to converge to
each successive building block (Thierens, Goldberg, &
Pereira, 1998). The convergence time for the entire
GA can be found when considering that k = l in the
above equation. This equation implies that it takes
the same amount of time to converge to each building
block, no matter what its ﬁtness contribution. When
the whole string converges, λ is equal to the string
length l.

Because the least salient building blocks do not experience any selection pressure for a number of generations, it is possible that they will experience genetic drift and will converge randomly to either 0 or 1.
The expected time for a bit to experience drift is proportional to the population size (Goldberg & Segrest,
1987):
(7)
tdrif t ≈ 1.4N

tconv =

− ln 2

 λ = ct · k
ln 1 − √I3

The convergence times are diﬀerent when the ﬁtness
function is composed of a sum of identical subfunctions, when the ﬁtness can be written as:
f=

m


3.3

g(x, y)

i=1

The convergence time are developed in (Albert, 2001)
and the derivations are not printed here. When evaluation error is not present, the convergence time can
be written as:
tconv1 =

√
− ln 2
 k = ct mk

1
ln 1 − √3mπ

(4)

√
where ct ≈ ln 2 3π = 2.13, and√the total convergence
time increases
by a factor of m. The convergence
√
rate is O( mk) for these types of functions.
When evaluation error is present, as mentioned in section 3.1, the convergence time is elongated. The convergence time changes to
tconv2 =

− ln 2

ln 1 − √ 1

 k = ct

In this equation, N is the population size. For any
application, it is important to ensure that drift will
not occur until well after the population is expected
to converge.



m(1 + r) · k (5)

3mπ(1+r)

√
where,
 again, ct ≈ ln 2 3π. The convergence rate
is O( m(1 + r)k) for these types of functions. This
equation collapses to equation 4 when accurate ﬁtness
evaluations are used. It is assumed that r is constant
or is approximately constant during the GA. It should

Population Sizing

Several population-sizing models have been derived
for problems with equally salient building blocks, and
more recently, population requirements have been
considered for problems with exponentially-scaled
building blocks. Initially, the population size for
exponentially-scaled building blocks was observed empirically. When considering the drift model, it has
been observed that the population size varies in the
same way that the convergence time varies—linearly.
That is, a single, exponentially-scaled variable is expected to converge as O(l) and has also been empirically observed that the population size must vary as
O(l) as well (Lobo, Goldberg, & Pelikan, 2000).
Recently, Rothlauf (2001) developed a populationsizing model for problems with exponentially-scaled
building blocks by considering the drift model. Drift
only aﬀects the GA if tdrif t < tconv , and if drift occurs, the least salient bits will randomly converge to
either 0 or 1. If the bit string of length l is composed of
m concatenated sub-strings of length k, each of which
is exponentially-scaled, Rothauf
found that the pop√
ulation size varies as O(k m). However, the model
by Rothauf does not take into account building-block
mixing, and the resulting population sizes given by
this model are inadequate for our purposes.

In section 3.2 , it was shown that
√ a GA without evaluation error will converge as O(k m). This implies that
when evaluation error is present
in the GA, the popula
tion size must vary as O(k m(1 + r))
 because the GA
converges at the slower rate of O(k m(1 + r)). From
the observation of Lobo, Goldberg, and Pelikan (2000)
and the theoretical work of Rothlauf (2001), it can be
inferred that the convergence time and population size
varies in the same way for exponentially-scaled problems.
The population sizes for our experiments are written
in the form
√
Nn = cN mk

Ne = cN m(1 + r)k
where Nn is the naive population size and Ne is the
eﬃcient size. The constant cN is the same in both
equations and can be found empirically when using a
naive discretization. The population size when using
the eﬃcient discretization can be determined once r is
known.

correct ﬁrst bit. It will take ck generations to converge
to the ﬁrst bit, and the GA will start to converge to the
second bit, when it will require 22 = 4 grid points in
each dimension. The GA will proceed in this way until
it converges to the ﬁnal k th bit when 2k grid points
are needed. Hence, the number of grid points in each
dimension must be doubled in every dimension every
ck generations.
The assumption that only two discretizations are
needed in each dimension may be insuﬃcient for the
GA to converge to the correct optima, so a larger number of grid points may be needed to start with. It is
assumed that at any given time, the number of grid
points in each dimension is the same, but an eﬃcient
time budget can be easily derived when the number of
grid points varies in every direction.
For an arbitrary amount of dimensions, d, the eﬃcient
time, as described above, can be written as
k


Te =

(α + β · 2d·i )ck Ne .

i=1

3.4

Putting it All Together

A naive discretization assumes that the discretization
is constant throughout the duration of the GA. This
can be contrasted with an eﬃcient discretization, in
which the discretization varies within the GA (Albert,
2001). The computation time for a GA with a multiple
integral can be modeled as
T = (α + βn1 n2 ...nd )GNn .
where α is the overhead per individual per generation, β is the time to calculate one sample, ni is the
number of samples in the i th dimension, G = tconv is
the total number of generations to convergence, and N
is the population size. The term (α + βn1 n2 ...nd ) is
the cost of each function evaluation. When the number of grid√points in any dimension is identical, and
tconv = ct mk is substituted for G, the above equation can be simpliﬁed to
√
Tn = (α + βnd )ct k m · Nn .
(8)
where d is the number of dimensions, and Nn is the
naive population size.
It is assumed that the discretization is scheduled in
multiple dimensions by starting with two grid points
in each dimension. Since the convergence time models
tells us which bit the GA is converging to, it is also
known how many grid points are used in each dimension. That is, when the GA is converging to the ﬁrst
bit, 21 = 2 grid points are needed to converge to the

The above
after substituting

√equation can be rewritten
Ne = Nn 1 + r and ck = ct m(1 + r):
Te =

k


√
(α + β · 2d·i )ct mNn (1 + r).

(9)

i=1

The speedup can be written in terms of the naive and
eﬃcient computation times:
√
Tn
(α + βnd )ct mk · Nn
(10)
S=
= k
√
d·i
Te
i=1 (α + β · 2 )ct m · Nn (1 + r)
Equation
k 10 can be simpliﬁed and rewritten knowing
that i=1 2i = 2k+1 − 2 and n = 2k as
S=

4

α
βk
α
βk

+ k2k·d

+ (2k+1 − 2)d

·

1
.
1+r

Experiments

The ﬁtness function considered is an integral in two
dimensions. The experiments have the following form
where f is the ﬁtness function:
f=

3 

i=1

0

xi


0

yi

∂ 2 gi (xi , yi )
∂yi ∂xi
∂xi ∂yi

g(x, y) = (eAx cos(Bx))(eAy cos(By))

(11)
(12)

The ﬁtness function is the sum of three identical subfunctions, where A and B are 0.1 and 1.4, respectively.

Six bits are used to represent the string for each x and
y variables when the variables are mapped from 0 to
10.08. Thus, the total chromosome length is 36 bits.
The maximum occurs at 6.88 for each x and each y in
each subfunction.

4.1

1

r

The integration ideally should start with two grid
points in each direction. However, two grid points
are inadequate for the integration because the function is multimodal. An analysis shows that at least 8
grid points are needed in each direction for the GA to
choose the correct ﬁrst bit. When fewer grid points
are used, the GA starts to converge to a local optimum and correct bits are lost. This number is found
by starting with 2 grid points and determining the
largest diﬀerence between the location of the approximated optima and the actual optima. If this value is
larger than the discretization size, h, then the number of grid points in increased. For this problem, the
smallest discretization size such that the location of
the approximated optima is within h of the true optima is 5, and 8 is the smallest power of two greater
than 5.
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Figure 1: The value of r for the idealized twodimensional experiments is roughly constant during
the GA, and its value centers at 0.80
.

Apparent error variance

A minimum of 8 grid points is needed for the GA to
ﬁnd the correct solution. When switching from 8 to
16 grid points, apparent variance error is added to the
ﬁtness evaluations. The value of the variance is approximately 0.80 and it is roughly constant during the
GA. Figure 1 shows how r varies within the GA. This
value of r is used to predict the convergence time and
the population size.

y. In the same way, m = m2 , which adjusts for g(x, y).
Since m is 3, m is 9:
√
m (µt+1 (λ) − µt (λ)) = m σt (λ)I
(14)
The value m = 9 is used in the convergence and population sizing equations. If binary tournament selection
is considered, then the convergence times are
tconv1 =

4.2

20
Generations

Convergence time analysis

The convergence time equation must be modiﬁed to
take into account the three subfunctions and two variables in each subfunction. For any given ﬁtness function (Muhlenbein & Schlierkamp-Voosen, 1993) give
the following equation to describe how the ﬁtness mean
varies from one generation to another:
µt+1 − µ = σF,t I

(13)

tconv2 =

√
− ln 2
 k = ct m k

1
ln 1 − √3m
π

− ln 2

ln 1 − √ 1

 k = ct



m (1 + r) · k

3m π(1+r)

Using these values, the naive convergence time is 36.2
generations. Knowing that r is 0.80, the eﬃcient convergence time is expected to be 49.2 generations.
4.3

GA parameters

and from (Albert & Goldberg, 2001), when the ﬁtness function is a sum of m identical subfunctions, the
above equation can be rewritten as

m(µt+1 − µ) = (σF,t I)

The population size was empirically determined by the
following equations:
√
Nn = cN k m

Ne = cN k m (1 + r)

If the subfunction can be written as g(x, y) = h(x) ·
h(y), then the equation 13 is valid as written for h(x)
and h(y), where h(x) and h(y) are identical when x =

Experiments indicate that cN = 8.89 for the population to be adequately sized, which results in a population size of 160 individuals for the naive experiments.

The population size for the eﬃcient experiments is 215
individuals when r = 0.80. The drift time for the naive
and eﬃcient experiments are 224 and 301 generations,
much longer than the predicted convergence times of
36.2 and 49.2 generations. Thus, drift is not a concern
for these experiments.
For the experiments, the probabilities of selection and
crossover are 1.0, and the probability of mutation is
1/N for this problem. Pairwise tournament selection,
one-point crossover and uniform mutation are the operators used for this problem.

Table 2: Predicted and actual computation time values for two-dimensional experiments using an eﬃcient
discretization
Gens Time Evaluations
Predicted:
49.2
1.59
10,750
Actual:
50.0
1.69
10,750

6

5

4.4

Time budgeting and speedup
4

The naive computation time is 3.40 Mﬂops and the
number of function evaluations necessary is predicted
to be 5790. For the eﬃcient case, 1.59 Mﬂops are
needed and predicted number of function evaluations
is 10,580. This yields a predicted speedup of 2.14. As
mentioned previously, the GA is started with 8 grid
points in each dimension. In other words, the ﬁrst
3 · 8.20 = 24.6 generations are run with 8 grid points
in both the x and y directions.
4.5

Results

For the experiments, 50 trials were run using both
the naive and eﬃcient discretization. The expected
speedup from using an eﬃcient discretization is 2.14.
Tables 1 and 2 show the generations, time, and number of ﬁtness evaluations for the naive and eﬃcient
implementations.
Table 1: Predicted and actual computation time values for two-dimensional experiments using a naive discretization
Gens Time Evaluations
Predicted:
36.2
3.40
5790
Actual:
37.1
3.48
5940
As in the one-dimensional case, the eﬃcient GA takes

Gene Position

The expected computation time for the naive case can
be found when α and β are known. Here, the two dimensional case is considered, d = 2. Computational
experiments indicate that α and β are 2.51 × 10−5 and
1.37×10−7 , respectively, when Mﬂops are used to estimate the computation time. To be able to discriminate
between the least salient bit in each of the subfunction,
64 grid points are needed in each dimension. Equation
8 can predict the time needed for the naive implementation and the following equation predicts the time for
the eﬃcient implementation.

3

2

1
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Efficient: Predicted
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Figure 2: Predicted and actual gene position for idealized two-dimensional experiments
slightly longer to converge—50.0 generations compared to the 49.2 predicted generations. The actual
speedup of 2.06 is very close to the predicted speedup
of 2.14. That is, despite the eﬃcient GA making almost twice as many function evaluations as the naive
GA, on average, it ﬁnished in less than half the time.
Figure 2 shows the converged gene position for each
subfunction for the naive and eﬃcient implementation.
Like in the one-dimensional experiments, the experimental gene position follows very closely to the predicted gene position.

5

Conclusions

Discretization scheduling allows a GA to eﬃciently use
computation time on a single processor by changing
the grid spacing during the GA. This is particularly
useful for ﬁtness functions that use a discrete system
to approximate a continuous system and that are computationally expensive. We show that, theoretically, it
is possible to schedule the grid in multiple dimensions
such that computation time is decreased while solution quality is not sacriﬁced. Empirically, we show
that these relationships hold for a two-dimension nu-

merical integration problem.
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